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National Urban League Steps Up African American Achievement Campaign
“Public school education is performance, The National
“Our youth need to hear
•Filling the Education
/ailing African-American stu Urban League is escalating it Gap-while educators, law ■ from community leaders offer
dents, and the system has been on-going Campaign for makers and school polity- ing a positive and encouraging
slow to respond to the prob African-American Achieve makers acknowledge tile dis message that is supported by a
lem. Therefore, it is vital that ment, an intense, coordinated,- turbing gap in performance clear and relevant' agenda,”
the African-American commu effort to raise the achievement levels between urban young Price points out. “The Cam
nity take responsibility for levels and strengthen the social people and their more affluent paign for African-American
improving academic perfor skills ofAfrican-American stu counterparts, there has been lit Achievement accomplishes
mance among our young,peo dents. The linchpin for this tie discussion on what influ that and many other goals.”
ple. Accordingly, we are campaign was this month’s ence community leaders and
♦Calling Upon ‘ffhe Viladvancing the national dia Urban League’s Do The Right parents have on improving the lage”-The National. Urban
logue to focus on how we can Thing celebration, which took dilemma.
League and more than 100 of
significantly inspire our young place in more than 100 U.S.
its local, affiliates, is being
people to strive for academic cities with over 40,000 young
excellence and embrace it as a people. The objective is to
personal goal ”
NEW YORK-In an era of
mounting public dissatisfac
tion with public school mis
management and poor student

WE BELIEVE
IN PEOPLE

•Responsible Leadership joined by leading Africanto Youth-In recent weeks, the American churches and many

mobilize parents and commu vacuum in the dialogue
nity leaders for the task of between established Africanbuilding academic achieve American leadership and
ment within families and local African-American youth has
drawn national headlines.
communities.

other local community-based
oiganizations, thus building an
infrastructure of the African-

out to thousands of parents and
children with the message that
.educational achievement is
crucial to lifetime success

year, in September, the Nation
al Uiban League has placed
the spotlight on the academic

by a coalition of respected that itsfailure will no longer be
oiganizations that will imple tolerated,” Price declares, “At
ment programs for students the same time, these initiatives

“We must respect, honor
and support the achievement
of our young people,” states
Hugh B. Price, President and
CEO of the National Uiban

accomplishments of outstand
ing students with glittering cel-

and parents throughout the indicate that we are prepared
year.
and willing to shoulder our

ebratios featuring participation
by celebrities and prominent
role models. The banner theme

“We have served notice on responsibilities for the success
the public education system ofour children. ”

League. “Hence, we are step
ping up this campaign to raise

Achievement Matters, a call
for all young people to excel.

awareness about the true
strides our students are making

Simultaneously, the events
included
motivational

academically, and to encour

remarks, by local leaders out

age more of the same. Parents
and community oiganizations
have a powerful role to play in

lining a youth-centered agenda
for reducing violence and teen
pregnancy while promoting

this process.”

educational excellence.

. ‘Celebrating “Do The
American village. Collective
.
Right
Thing!” - For the third
ly, the community will reach

for

the

celebrations

was

In each participating city,
these events were supported

DUE TO THE THANKSGIVING
HOLIDAY, NEWS DEADLINE
FOR THE NOVEMBER 26th
EDITION OF

‘Qlri-CIaurttg (Cliallertger
WILL BE SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER 21st AT NOON.
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Boys & Girls Club Of America Names Take Stock In
Black Achievers
1998-99 National Youth Of The Year
Children Program Production To
ing their visit to Washington,
Franklin and the other finalists
met with President Clinton and
their Congressional represen
tatives.
For earning the National
Youth of the Year title,
Franklin will receive $20,000
from The,Reader’s Digest
Association, sponsor of The
Youth of the Year program.
Hef duties during the one-year
term .will include testifying ,
before special sessions of Con
gress, speaking to influential
businesses, civic and govern
ment leaders, and traveling
around the countiy to discuss
important youth issues and the
role Boys & Girls Qubs play
in the lives dfAmerica’s youth.
For Franklin, the Boys &
Girls Qub is'a “safe haven”
where she finds solace in rela- ■
tionships formed with mem
bers and staff. At the Qub she

Boys & Girls Clubs of America (B&GCA) named Liberty J. Franklin as its
1998-99 National Youth of the Year at a Congressional Breakfast held
recently in Washington, DC.
Pictured is retired General Colin Powell (right), Franklin and Eddie
Armstrong, the 1997-98 National Youth of the Year (left).
ATLANTA, GA-Liberty

and leadership skills, Franklin

J. Franklin, 17, of Everett,

will serve as spokesperson for
some three million Boys &

Washington, recently became
Boys & Girls Clubs of Ameri

Girls Club members nation

National Youth of the Year.

wide. The announcement was
made a Congressional Break

Cited tor her community ser

fast, co-hosted by Senator

ca’s

(B&GCA)

1998-99

vice, academic achievement

Strom Thurman (R-SC) aid

developed leadership skills,
improved her grades and .
gained a positive outlook on
life.’
The other finalists were
Thomas Dickey, 17, of

by Florence Williams-Rav
OCALA- Take Stock in
Children, a program sponsored
in part by the Marion County
Public Schools Foundation
that provides mentors and
scholarship opportunities for
at-risk students, has a new
mentor training session sched
uled for Nov. 19,1998, to line
up mentors for upcoming
classes.
The meeting will start at
4:30 p.m at the Marion Coun
ty School Board Meeting
room, at 512 Southeast Third

ebration will be held on Mon
day, January 18, 1999 at
Gerig-Webb Park.
Line up for the parade
begins at 9:00 a.m. The parade

to compete for the honor. Dur- Reader’s Digest Association.

ing holiday, but Florida Agri-

t-shirts, free food items and
other giveaway items as part
of the live radio remote.
McDonald’s
Heritage
Bowl is hailed as the Super
bowl of Black collegiate foot
ball, and the event attracts
thousands of sports tans annu
ally. More trips "On tiie Road

L-R: Eric Moore, Tom Joyner. Tracey Flemmings and Craig Cason

and platform shoes to celebrate

radio remotes in Indianapolis
and Los Angeles, audience

the

participants dressed in “retro"

30th

anniversary

of

For vendor applications
call James Thorpe, (352) 6292948.

TALLAHASSEE-The
plight of the hungry is high
lighted around the Thanksgiv

er Morning Shows' audience

polyester clothing, Afro wigs

. day will be filled with entertainment, food and crafts.

Franklin was one of five Arissa Madden, 18 of Biloxi,
regional Youth of the Year Mississippi. Each will receive
finalists in the nation’s capital a $2,000 scholarship from The

members also received special

Tom Joyner. During two live

For more information call
the Take Stock office at 3692173 or 369-2174.

Food Recovery Program
Is A Year-Round Effort

store game. As part of this spe
cial promotion, the Tom Joyn

McDonalds Big Mac sand

ly, and stay off of drugs. In
exchange, they will get a pre
paid college or vocational
school scholarship.

Representative Steny Hoyer Omaha, Nebraska; Thomas
(D-MD).
James, 16, df Fort Smith,
A' six year member- of Arkansas; Larry Lambert, 18
Everett Boys & Girls Club, Of Qaymiont, Delaware; and

tomers to celebrate this occa
sion with a special national in

wich witli radio "Fly Jock"

4 mentois who will commit an
hour a week to meeting and
chatting with students.
The students must main
tain a 2.0 GPA, stay out of
trouble, attend classes regular

OCALA-To all potential • will start from the Martin
vendors, the Martin Luther
Luther King, Jr. Park and end
King, Jr. Commemorative cel
at Gerig-Webb Park where the

sandwich and invited cus

lions of listeners nationwide
were uiged to pull out tlieir

Take Stock will be naming
a new class of 30-35 scholars,

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Commemorative
Commission-----——-------

Fly Jock Tom Joyner Gets Back With Big Mac

OAK BROOK, ILL-Mil-

Street, Ocala.

wear to compete tor a variety
of "old school" mid "new
school" prizes, including an
exciting trip-for-two- to the
McDonald's Heritage Bowl in
Atb.mtn

“We want to thiuik our cus
tomers tor making the Big
Mac the nation's most popular
sandwich,” Woods said. The
"Get Back With Big Mac"
promotion paid tribute to the

to McDonald's Heritage
Bowl" will be given away , to
listeners at additional live
remotes* during the next tew
weeks. "McDonald s Heritage
Bowl is an exciting event that
captures the true spirit of Black
college football," said Joe
Woods, Mgr., McDonald's
U.S. Communications,

culture Commissioner Bob
Crawford notes that his agency
works throughout the year to
provide food for the needy. A
new

“Food

Recovery

Be Presented
bv Florence Williams Ray
OCALA- “The Rude

youth who draws, and would
like to be a part of this com

Awakening” production will

munity event, please contact
Narvella Haynes at 368-9622,
Some supplies will be fur

be presented by Marion Coun
ty Black Achievers and

Howard Middle School on nished, if needed. All works
Tuesday, November 17,1998 must be received by Tuesday,
at Howard Middle School November 10,1998.
The pubic is invited.
Cafeteria in Ocala, Florida.
There will be an Art Howard Middle School is
Gallery of Anti-Smoking located on N.W. Martin Luther
Drawings. If you know of a Kings, Jr. Avenue, Ocala.

Marion County Health
Department Mobile
Clinic Coming To
Dunnellon------------- —
Effective December 1,

underinsured on a sliding fee

1998 and every other Tuesday
thereafter, the Marion County
Health Department will pro

scale are eligible for these ser
vices. No one presenting for
service will be turned away.

vide Primary Care Services in

Sendees delivered through this

the Dunnellon area at the

mobile unit will include acute,

American Legion Hall (Post
58, North Highway 41). Linda

comprehensive, and ongoing
primary care for children and

Lowry of the Health Depart
ment. recently met with the
Concerned Citizens of Chat

adults. Preventive care will
include immunizations, well
childcare,
comprehensive

mire, Inc. and the Annie John
son Senior Center to finalize

screening (EPSDT), family
planning, and health educa-

plans and select a location for

tion/promotion. The mobile

the mobile health clinic. Mari

unit will improve access, and

on County applied for, and was
awarded a Primaiy Care Chal

make it easier for clients with
chronic problems in rural and

lenge Grant for the puipose of
establishing a mobile medical

the services they need. For

unit to serve targeted areas of
the county. The target popula

more information please call
the Marion County Health

tion includes, but is not limited
to children and residents in

Department at (352) 629-0137
or one of the local host coordi

rural areas, with limited or no

nators of the Concerned Citi

access to health care. Families

zens for Chatmire, Inc. at (352)

This year the Legislature
sought to expand the Food

income less than or equal to

465-3943 or the Annie John

150% of the federal poverty

son Senior Citizens Center at

Recoveiy Program by requir
ing potential taxi donors and

guidelines,

(352)489-8021

Resource Guide” being dis
tributed by the agency will
help by bringing together
restauranteures

and

other

potential food donors with the
charitable organizations that
distribute food to the needy.

uninsured

or

disadvantaged areas to obtain

those who distribute tood to
the needy to make "eery rea
sonable effort" to contact each
other to provide tor the collec
tion and distribution of any
surplus or excess canned or
perishable taxi. ,

Thanksgi ving Gospel
Extravaganza --------DUNNELLON-The
Concerned Citizens for Chat

College Gospel Choir, Greater
Hopewell Missionary Baptist
Church, Dunnellon Commu

Recovery Resource Guide"

mire, Inc. is sponsoring a
Gospel Extravaganza on

arev available from: Florida

November 21, 1998 at 7:00

Department ofAgriculture und
Consumer Services, Bureau of

p.m. at the Union Missionary
Baptist Church, 19976 SW

Fax! Distribution 541 First

110th Place. Dunnellon. FL.

name of Jesus. For more infor
mation contact Mrs. Cox (489-

Tennessee Street, Tallahassee,
FL 32308.
’

Music will be provided by

4955).

Copies

of "The

Food

Central Florida Community

nity Choir, Bruce Hawley and
many others. Please come out
and help lift and praise the

2
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22nd Street Redevelopment Ribbon Cutting Ceremony

bv Allene Gammage-Ahmed
ST. PETERSBURG-On

of our past history.

Saturday, November 7, 1998

a lot of pride to the southside”
said Johnny Brown and Sid

the comer of 22nd Street and
9th Avenue South was filled
with community leaders, resi
dents, business owners, con
tractors, parents, students and
community police officers.

“It has really brought back

ney Devine, who were stand
ing by watching all the excite
ment.
One of the most memo

Tbis time around, it was to cel

rable parts of lhe Ribbon Cut
ting ceremony was when

ebrate the rebirth of what was
once the busiest, most promi

Annie took us way back down
memory lane as she called out

nent business district in the
African-American communi

names of many businesses
that were once on this strip:

ty, it was to celebrate a new

The Royal Theater, Manhatten

beginning.
Phase I of the 22nd Street

Casino, where Rev. Goldie

‘Redevelopment Plan Street
scape’ Improvement has been
completed. Driving through
22nd Street you’d think you
were on Bourbon Street in the
city of New Orleans; bright
lights, red stone pavement,
beautiful landscape and more,
it doesn’t even look the same
as it used to.
The 22nd Street Redevel
opment Corporation and the
city of St. Petersbuig dedicated
the improvements at 22nd
Street and Ninth Avenue
South.
Mayor David Fischer, City
Council membeis Ernest
Fillyau, Frank Peterman, Jr.,
Askia Muhammad Aquil,
President,

Pastor

Wallace

Elliott of First Mount Zion
M.B. Church, Charles Ray,
Annie Mims- Dix, Irving
Sanchez, Sanchez Funeral
Home, Linda Simmons, Pro
gram Coordinator and Elder
Jasper Hardy, past Vice Presi
dent were platform speakers
for this historical occasion.
The goal of the Corpora
tion as restated by the Presi
dent Mr. Aquil and Mayor
Fischer is to revitalize, re
establish a viabte busiriess dis
trict and to encourage building
appearance improvements.
Local funding is being used in

Thompson brought so many
gospel singers; Dr. Orien T.
Ayers, Mercy Hospital, Blue
Star Cab Company, Atwaters
Restaurant, Blue Moon Beer
Garden, Jordan Park Sundries;
Lincoln Bootery; Hootsie’s
Shoe Shine, Henderson Soda
Fountain, Geech’s Barb-BQue; Citizen’s Restaurant, Sid
ney Harden’s Groceries,
Smith’s Tax Services, Fillyau’s
Photography; W.L. Jones,
Photography and last but sure
ly not least, Mr. Bonner, the
‘ragman’.
First Union Bank repre
sentative, Cynthia Lou Allen
has been instrumental in assist
ing businesses in the areas of
loans, credit and helping the
business partners to accom
plish their dream.
Ibis event was sponsored
by the 22nd Street Redevelop
ment Corporation, Inc. which
is a 501(C)(3) oiganization, in
conjunction with the 22nd
Street Business and PropertyOwners Association and with
the city’s Economic Develop
ment Department.
Musical entertainment was
provided by the John Henry
Hopkins Middle School Band
and refreshments were served
at the Jordan Park Community
Center after the ceremony.

conjunction with federal Com
munity Development Block
Grant funds.
Business

owners

WISSAIM

who

were also there to show and
express their satisfaction and
appreciation, and who looks
forward to the area being
much of what it used to be and
more were: Jewel Ford, who
has been and still is an active
business owner and wonder

_______

J^/^X-CaIARACT &
laser Institute
"Excellence... with love”

Open in St. Petersburg For Your Convenience

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

Specializing In:

Stock#

No-Stitch Cataract Surgery

Bubba Newkirk, 9th Avenue

Intraocular Lens Implantation

Auto Repair, Ernest Fillyau,

Refractive Surgery

Diabetic Retinopathy

Jordan Park Resident Manage

Glaucoma Treatment

Macular Degeneration

Eye Laser Treatment
Diseases of the Vitreous & Retina

Eyelid Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery

individual, behind the scenes,
willing-workers who were

OVER 200 USED CARS TO
CHOOSE FROM

Plaza 300 N., 3160 5th Ave., Suite 135

woman that we all admire;

ment, Corp, and many of the

15299 US 19 NORTH

Call Us Today For Your Appointment

1-800-282-9905

instrumental in making our

www.stlukes-eye.com

community a wonderful part

Main Office: 43309 U.S. Hwy. 19 N. Tarpon Springs, FL 34689

Meet our latest Lottery Winners

93 Eclipse
$5,499
82446A
96 Maxima - Call Tyrone - Original Owner Special
87 Camaro - V8,
$2,998
93288A
T-Top, 80KMi.
95 Nissan 240
$9,488
18005
94 Ford Aerostar
$9,488
6713
97 4-Runner
$28,988
12K Miles, 4x4, Sunroof
95 Miata
$10,488
6717
92 Astro
$8,388
92966A
91 Taurus, SHO, Yamaha V6, Leather
Call Tyrone for details
* MAXIMA * ALTIMA * SENTRA * 240 *
* 200SX * PATHFINDER * QUEST *
* FRONTIER*

3000

r Factory lnvolce on ALL 98 NI

under Factory lnvolce on ALL 99 NISS
■INCLUDES7ftt-H£SATES AND INCENTI'

IONTIERS!

'99 ALTIMA GXE
Power windows,
power locks,
cruise control,
CD and morer^^Ok

MSRP lor Altima GXE $17,759, $999 Down Cash or
< Trade Equity
MSRP (or Frontier Reg. cab $12,398, $2000 Cash
I or Trade equity includes all rebates and incentives WAC.

98 FRONTIER
5 speed,
A/C & more
lncludes all rebates
6 incentives

*31

I

'98 SENTRA GXE
A/C, cassette, power windows, power locks

Tyrone T.C. Church

"Call Tyrone"
(727) 536-2000
1 -800-879-2436 • Fax (727) 535-7662

When you play, we all win

See Me Personally For All
Types Of Autos, TruCks,
Sports Utility, And
Commercial Vehides.
New and Used

*98 FRONTIER XCAB XE
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THE BLACK PRESS believes thatAmerica can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

MEMBER
Southeast Black
Publishers
Association
Inc.

Yes, Virginia,
There Is Still
Racism ...
by Bernice Powell Jackson

____________________

There are two types of columns I find myself periodi
cally writing. One such column focuses on positive people
doing extraordinary things despite overwhelming odds. I
cail these columns 'signs of hope'. The other type of column
I haven't yet found a name for, but they are columns which
show that racism is still alive and well across this nation,

Cultivating Virtue-------------------by Junious Ricardo Stanton

replicated this tradition in

"The inculcation of
moral virtues is the main
goal of moral instruction in

West Africa. Despite the
horribly disruptive ravages
of our people's sojourn in

African societies because
the possession of these vir
tues or good character traits
lead people to pursue the
kinds of morally commend

this hemisphere, we strug

able actions and behavior
expected in the context of a
social morality. These ac
tions and behavior are

gled to retain many of our
African folkways and tradi
tions. Respect for elders,
watching out for one anoth
er and community parenting
of children were hallmarks
of our African traditions that

moral values and virtues and
the few we do own and con

and values. "These (middle
class) youth may adopt the

trol are driven by the eco

coping behaviors of the
larger society in which sui

nomic values of the domi

ture, more psycho-spiritual
disorders have begun to

generation. Our musical cre
ativity is used against us.
Songs and lyrics are popu

The irony is that suicide has

manifest.

larized that degrade our

mobile' blacks than ever

women, promote material
ism, sexual promiscuity and

before.
Given this economic
rise, why are our young peo

based on other-regarding
(not self regarding) virtues

ly displacement, 'integra

religious organizations have

and relate to the welfare of
others... And, if most (even

tion' or the proliferation and
influence of mass media
undermined the social cohe

succumbed to the lore of
'getting paid' at the expense

cause despite its claims that

of promoting holistic, lifeaffirming values and vir

America is a color blind
society, the dominant cul

tues.

ture remains color- and class

This moral decline is
taking a horrific toll on us.
The U.S. Center For Disease
Control and Prevention re

conscious, materialistic and
suffers from deep-seated
spiritual and psychological

callousness. In addition, our

interesting suggestion that

survive the horrors of slav

because we don't control the
institutions that inculcate

suicide may be linked to a
rise in middle class status

ery, weather the storms of

when they don't interact
with people who share their
cultural or ethnic history of

racial apartheid and shoul-

respect them for who they

emptions, releasing political
fers, meaningful education
and formal apologies'.
It has been thoroughly
documented that, for a period

Americas to plant cotton and
sugar cane to export to
Europe for the Industrial

Movement was formed in the
United Kingdom in 1993. Its

Revolution. The result of the
work of the enslaved was to
enrich the countries of their

formation was the direct re
sult of the Conference On
Reparations held in Abuja,
Nigeria, in 1993, attended by
African people from around

States of America and its indi

return for restoring and taking
back, for damages, hurt, in

The officers then approached local officials, including

jury, losses and other wrongs,

amount equal to a year and a half's salary when he retired
in 1991.
But the pension fund challenged the ruling, and the
judge voided his ruling. The lawyer who brought the case
for Officers Bies and Harris was then told by the pension
fund's lawyers that they would litigate the case until it drove
the officers' legal firm into bankruptcy.
■ One of the lawyers who worked for the legal firm rep
resenting the officers recalled going fo a meeting with her
clients and two dozen police officers. She equated that
meeting to one of the Ku Klux Kian (one branch of which
was headquartered in Tuscaloosa, by the way), recalling
that one of the white officers said, "You all got off the
garbage truck and that's what you wanted, so what are you
complaining about?" Officers Bies and Harris never
worked on garbage trucks.
Officer Harris died of pancreatic cancer this fall and
never received either the police pension nor the laborer's
pension he was promised. He wasn't old enough to collect
Social Security. Officer Bies is still waiting for justice.
The city of Tuscaloosa can just decide to right an old
wrong. It can decide to honor a man who honored the city
every working day. A generation after the passage of the
Civil Rights Act, there are still African Americans for
whom justice is denied. Racism is still alive and well in
America.

’_________________________ ■__________

HEWS DEADLIHE IS 4 PM-MOHDAY

• Respectfully aware of
historic precedents in repara
tions, ranging from German

ra by enslavement, coloniza

were replaced with badges reading 'special police officer',

ments which the officers would receive would be equal to
their police pensions.

in part, the following:

done to Africa and its Diaspo

mand for the U.S. slaves and
their descendants, from the
government of the United

tance, use of benefits through
succession, for payment and

Law.

sources and expertise.
The Africa Reparations

deducted from their salaries, they began a quest to receive
the same benefits as their co-workers. In 1969, their badges

following in interest, inheri

aged economics of the Black

our efforts, strategies, re

chattel and transported to the

federal judge ordered their original badges returned. But he
accepted the city's argument that the Social Security pay

It is important to review
some of the key points in the
Abuja Proclamation. It states,

appraising the issue of repara
tions in relation to the damage

commonly defined as 'the de

vidual white men, women and

Hopefully, as the world
wide momentum around repa

claim for reparations is well
grounded in International

can peoples in the demand for
reparations, so we can unify

When, two years later, Mr. Bies and Mr. Harris saw that
Social Security and not pension contributions was being

children, and all other of the
free structure and their heirs,

them off the hook!

contemporary Africans from
Harlem to Harare, in the dam

will take the lead and collabo
rate with other displaced Afri

men and children. They were
put in chains like goods and

pay the pension fund the amount that would have been
deducted from their paychecks for their entire 25 year
careers. Mr. Bies would have had to pay $36,270, an

SAVE
WATER

set up throughout Africa and
the Diaspora".

Recently the Organiza
tion of African Unity's estab
lishment of a machinery the
Group of Eminent persons for

Reparations for African
people in the United States is

police pensions, but the judge ordered that both men should

love and an unshakable

Continuing The Demand For Reparations

denied pension benefits.

Security payment. The city agreed to give both men full

pass on the life affirming
values and traditions that
will ensure our survival.

grave danger as a people is

ues and social patterns
throughout the continent
and our immediate ancestors

best and strongest women,

of a Social Security recipient, and that since neither Harris
nor Bies was 65 they could not even collect the Social

schools? What happens to
their sense of ethnic esteem

ness and general disrespect
that poses a major threat to
our sanity and survival. One
of the reasons we are in

government but all the coun
tries and institutions that par
ticipated in the slave trade.

faced neariy twenty years before. They showed that the
pension of a police officer or firefighter was three times that

be. Our families are one of
the basic institution we still
nominally control. They can

proper relationships are
found in the African Nile

ganization announced that it
is not only demanding repara
tions from the United States

In 1993 Bies and Harris hired new lawyers to bring

around and don't see many
black folks in their better
neighborhoods and finer

cently issued a report stating
that suicide among AfricanAmerican teenagers has
risen 114 percent since
1980. The report offered an

Tuscaloosa police force in 1966. They were told that if they

their complaint back to the federal judge whom they had

dren and encourage them to
be who God made them to

less onslaught of vulgarity,
self-absorption, reckless

prisoners, technological trans

resentatives voted against them.

what message do these chil
dren get when they look

The oldest records of
ethical ideals, morality and

ed family support and com
munity cohesion helped us

and well-being are our
responsibility. They need

as parents we must first love
and validate ourselves. We
must pass this on to our chil

cial virtue amidst a relent

Valley. Those Africans
spread these concepts, val

own television-entertain
ment centers in their rooms,
but how life affirming is
that? Our children's health

schools and live in a better
neighborhood. We're not
like inner city blacks". But

maintain a semblance of so

communal people. Our
African traditions of extend

rap, watch the movies and
music videos and have their

sense of acceptance and val
idation from us. To do that,

Cultural Values' by Kwame
Gyekye pg. 67

alienation. Africans on the
other hand are a spiritual,

does all this have on their
psyches?
Yes, they listen to the

ents assure them "we moved
here to experience the good
life, send you to the best

munities.
Now we struggle to

Blacks for Reparations in
America (N'COBRA), the or

of Bies and Harris, but the four elected police and fire rep

grow up in affluent homes
away from other blacks and
nurturing, supportive, posi
tive black culture. Their par

sion and values of our com

about racism-this time in Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
Willie Bies,. Jr., and Herbert Harris joined the

men added to the police pension plan in 1980, but ran into

not our values or lifestyles.
Today, many young blacks

ter traits, that society will
flourish." from 'African

despite allegations otherwise. This is one of those columns

a blue wall of opposition by white police officers. The
police and fire chiefs joined him in voting for the inclusion

ple depressed or hopeless to
the point of suicide? Be

Why? Because these are

all) people in a society pos
sess these virtues or charac

countries listed above were
truly slave trading nations and
African people should not let

a young white lawyer who had just been elected
Commissioner for Public Safety. He tried to get the two

increased at a time when
there are more 'upwardly

survived the holocaust. That
was before migration, fami

with the United States, the

In 1973 Officers Bies and Harris sued the city to be
given equal pay and rank for equal work. Two years later a

order to fit in? What impact

in response to depression
and hopelessness," it said.

in the forms of money, goods,

although they were doing exactly the same work as their
colleagues.

they are always forced to
'transcend their race' in

cide is more commonly used

services, land treaty, tax ex

police officers were hired as temporary workers, and thus,

are? How do they feel when

nomic caste. But as more
and more of us gain access

nant culture. Our traditions
of mutual aid and support
diminish with each passing

At the recent conference
of the National Coalition of

to train rookies. Like many black workers in those early
days, after the passage of the Civil Rights Act, the black

der the weight of socio-eco

to affluence and adopt the
values of the dominant cul

bv Dr, Conrad W. Worrill

completed a year's probation, they would have permanent
jobs with full benefits. Mr. Bies did such a good job, while
assigned to a difficult beat, that the police chief chose him

3

of over 400 years, enslave
ment robbed Africa of her

masters while their countries'
development was hampered.
The demand for repara

rations intensifies, N'COBRA

tion and neo-colonialism.
• Convinced that the is
sue of reparations is an impor
tant question requiring the
united action of Africa and its
Diaspora and worthy of the
active support of the rest of
the international community.

payment of restitution to the
Jews for the economic tra
gedy of the Nazi Holocaust to
the question of compensating
Japanese-Americans for in
justice of internment by the
Roosevelt Administration in
the United States during
World War II.
• Cognizant of the fact
that compensation for injus
tice need not necessarily be
paid only in capital transfer,
but could include service to
the victims or other forms of
restitution and readjustment

tions should be expanded to
include all slave trading na
tions such as Portugal, Spain,

the world. That conference
issued a declaration called
The Abuja Proclamation,
"which called for a national

of the past' but painfully man

of the relationship agreeable
to both parties.

France and England. Along

reparations committee to be

ifest in the damaged lives of

• Convinced that the

• Fully persuaded that the
damage sustained by the
African people is not a 'thing

Honor Veterans On
Veterans Day
by Harold L. 'Butch' Miller

World from Guinea to Guya
na, from Somalia to Surinam.

• Urges the OAU to es
tablish a legal committee on
the issue of reparations.
• Calls upon Africa and
Diaspora groups already
working on reparations to
communicate with the Orga
nization of African Unity and
establish continuing liaisons.
In this regard, as PanAfricanists and Black Nation
alists, we believe that all
black people are Africans and
that they are connected to
Africa no matter where in the
world they are displaced.
Therefore, let us strive to
internationalize the demand
for reparations and the Repa
rations Movement. We owe it
to ourselves and most espe
cially to our ancestors. Hotep!

Black Farmers
Bring Struggle
To White
House

community. Ibe more peo
ple turn out for your

forced to spill theirs. The

sands of veterans in your

American Legion National

neighborhood baker who

community-family, friends,

Commander______________

Veterans Day Parade and

Democracy reigns on

Memorial Service, the more
profound the debt of grati
tude to those who served.

once served on a U.S. Navy
warship. The beat cop who

acquaintances and other
readers of this newspaper-

bv Ken Morgan _________

to Capitol Hill," he said.

once kept the peace as an
MP at an overseas military-

who deserve a 'thank you'
on this special day. If you

A determined-looking
mule
called
Struggle

Rev. Joseph Lowery,
long-time civil rights leader

Finally, remember vet

installation. The physician

the U.S. armed forces. We
call these special people
'veterans'.

erans in your prayers, espe
cially those who use wheel

who pulled bullets out of

appreciate the freedom we,
as Americans, enjoy today,

munched on the grass at
Lafayette Park across from

and chair of the Coordinat
ing Council of Black Farm

wounded troops and sewed

then you realize why it's

them back together. The

important to honor those

the White House as about
100 black farmers and their

Groups, led the vigil. "They

chairs and artificial limbs as

can't say black and billion in

On a day that marks the
11th hour of the 11th day of
the 11th month in 1919, the

a result of battle scars that
will never heal as well as

clergyman who issued last
rites to fallen patriots and

who sacrificed for that free

supporters held a prayer
vigil there recently. "We are

the same breath," he told the
crowd.

inspirational words to the
battle-weary.

here to protest the way in

Washington, D.C., Ma
yor Marion Barry declared

tribute to those who did
their duty as patriots. It's our

those who were taken cap
tive and whose absence
remains unaccounted-for.
Veterans asked very lit

moral duty to make them
feel appreciated on Veterans

tle of their country but gave
everything they had. The

naires in a local American
Legion post who help veter

Day. Here's how:

least we can do is give them
our sincerest 'thank you' for

ans readjust to civilian life,
remind everyone of the

a job well done.
Our children and grand

priceless nature of Old Glo

lands consecrated by the
sacrifice of ordinary men
’and women who served in

end of World War I, we pay

Start by thanking mem
bers of your own family
who either served or are cur

Veterans in your com
munity include Legion

rently serving In the armed
forces. Call your family

children will follow our

ry; operate programs that in
still values in all children

example. They will learn to

and youth; and ensure that

members, as I will call my
son, Craig, an officer in the

respect and appreciate a
group of special Americans

veterans recovering in the
Department of Veterans Af

U.S. Marine Corps, and say:

who are worthy of praise,

fairs hospital know that the

"Thanks for serving. I'm

but are so modest about
their service that they will

community-at-large cares
about them. My comrades in
American Legion posts in

proud of you."
Next, bid a 'happy Vet

settle for a simple 'thank

erans Day' to others in vour

you'.
Veterans are common

community who are, or
were, a part of the brave
legacy of the American

Americans of uncommon
valor and devotion to duty.

Then, make plans to

They are men and women
willing to spill their blood if

attend Veterans Day com

it means Generation Xers

memorative events in your

and

patriot.

posterity

won't

be

your area could use a few
more good men and women,
eligible
veterans,
to
strengthen our community
service and elevate our clout
in Washington.
When you think about
it, there are perhaps thou-

dom.
That's what Veterans
Day is all about.__________

Miller is national com
mander of the 2.9 million
member American Legion,
the nation's largest veterans
organization. A resident of
Woodbridge, VA, Miller is a
US. Army veteran of the
Vietnam War. Miller served
in the US. Army from 1966
to 1974, including assign
ments with the Army
Security Agency and the
Deputy Chief of Staff for
Logistics. Miller served pri
marily in the Pacific
Theater, including Vietnam.
He recently retired from the
Department of Veterans
Affairs in Washington.

WE WELCOME
YOUR LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

which the USDA treats
folks," said Alvin O'Neal, a

September 10th Black Far

black farmer from Somer
ville, TN.

mers' Day in the nation's
capital.

Held Sept. 10th, the vi
gil attracted black farmers

Black farmers have
filed two major lawsuits

as far away as Oklahoma,
Louisiana, tennessee, Texas

of Agriculture for discrimi

and Mississippi. Though

natory practices. Denied

against the U.S. Department

several came, many could

loans and access to techni

not afford to make the trip.
It is the seventh time the

cal assistance, many farm
ers have lost their land. The
first suit for $2 billion,

group has come to Wash
ington.
Gary Grant, head of the
Black Farmers and Agricul

Pigford v. Glickman, was
filed on July 9, 1997, and
the second for $500 million,

turists Association, one of

Brewington et al v. Glick

the central leaders of the

man, on July 8, 1998.

black farmers, cautioned the
Clinton
administration

the farmers, Alexander J.

about the determination of

Pires, told participants that

the group. "Tell Dan Glick

a trial date has been set for

man, Bill Clinton and Al
Gore: don't be taking us for

February 1, 1999.

granted. Take the message

The lead attorney for
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Pan-Hellenic Council’s Greekfest

ST. PETERSBURG
by
Bob Gilder

ST.PETERSBURG-The
St. Petersburg Pan-Hellenic
Council presented its first
GreekFest Oct. 31st at Lake

TOGETHER

Vista Park. Nearly 200 hun
dred people attended the day
long festival, which included a
cookout, relay games and a

Boyd Hill Hosts Free
Lecture On Wildlife
Research------------- —

step show.
Iota Phi Theta Fraternity,
Inc., and Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc., dazzled the
crowd with their routines. All

The public is invited to
leam about Florida’s natural

of the other fraternities and
sororities were represented at

history, unique ecology and
wildlife at a monthly series of
lectures presented by the

the picnic.
The festival was chaired
by Ella Morehead, president of

Friends of Boyd Hill Nature
Park, Inc. The next topic in the

the Pan-Hellenic Council, and
was designed to promote fel
lowship among the predomi
nately

series is “Saving Space:
Wildlife Research on Kennedy
Space Center,” to be held on
Tuesday, December 8, 7:30

African-American

Greek-letter organizations.
The festival theme was ‘Unity:
One Greek Team Working
Together’.
The following fraternities
and sororities comprise the
local Pan-Hellenic Council:
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Inc.; Kappa Alpha Psi Fraterni

years ago and is held the sec
ond Tuesday of each month,
September through April.
Local bird experts, the St.
Petersbuig Audubon Society,
the University of Florida and
the Florida Game and Fresh
water Fish Commission are

I biologist with the Dynamac
! Corporation and Kennedy
Space Center. She currently

ty, Inc.

Histoiy

just a sampling of presenting

public.
The December speaker
will be Rebecca B. Smith, a

Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc.;
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.;
and Delta Sigma Theta Sorori

Natural

Speaker Series began several

' Environmental Studies Area
South in St. Petersburg.
The park setting is ideal
and the price is right. Admis
sion is fiee and open to the

ternity, Inc.; Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority, Inc.; Sigma

series.
The

i p.m. at Oak Hall in the park’s
located at 2900 31st Street

ty, Inc.; Phi Beta Sigma Frater
nity, Inc.; Omega Psi Phi Fra
ternity, Inc.; Iota Phi Theta Fra

coordinator of the speaker

oiganizations.
Future programs

and

speakers in the series include:
Bombs to Blooms; Ibe Natur
al Treasures of Avon Park Air
Force Range, by Steve Orzell,
on January 12,1999; Life His
tory of the Striped Newt, by
Steve Johnson, on February 9;
Fox Squirrels of Florida, with
Special Attention to Uiban

* works with wildlife on the

Populations

■: Kennedy Space Center prop
erty and with NASA’s Idve

Florida, by Rebecca Selfridge
Ditgen, on March 9; and Habi

Sciences Support Contract to

tat Fragmentation in Florida,

conduct

by Julie Morris, on April 13.
The Friends of Boyd Hill

monitoring

and

research.
“Ms. Smith develops con- servation programs for endan
gered species such as indigo

of Southwest

Nature Park, Inc., is a non
profit

alliance of concerned

citizens who enhance the park

snakes, loggerhead sea turtles,

through volunteerism

gopher tortoises, Florida scrub
jays, West Indian manatees,

financial support.
For more information,

1 and southeastern beach mice,”
says Geoige Heinrich, Boyd
HSU Nature Park ranger and

contact Boyd Hill Nature Park
at 893-7326.

and

Research Project
Offers Reduced
Fees For Dental
Implants------------ST. PETERSBURG-The
Implant Reconstructive Cen

tists already know, that implant

ter, St. Petersburg, is conduct
ing an ongoing research pro

successful long term treatment
for those people who cannot

ject in the field of dental

function with a conventional

implants and is looking for

lower denture.”

participants who are in need of

If accepted in to the study,
the cost of treatment to the par

implants in the lower jaw. In its
fifth year, the study is compar
ing two types of dental

ticipants is reduced and they

implants commonly used and

of time to track their progress.
In order to be considered, the

random for either treatment
option. Is this experimental?
“No,” says Dr. Richard Borgn-

participant’s physical health

“Both types of implants have
been used in the United States
for over twenty years, but little
documentation has been done

FAMILY OWNED OVER 20 YEARS
327-0309 • 400 49th Street South • St. Peters Petersburg • 325-&309

Mid Peninsula
Seafood
Market & Restaurant

must be remaining in the lower
jaw for implant placement.

the long term success rates.
Our intent is to have a large
base of data available to draw

mation regarding the study,
call the Implant Reconstruc

get what you wish in your

"FRY my fish, pleas*!"

bution made to the develop
ment of the human mind is
education.

If interested in more infor

tive Center at 321-4484.

sIAiN«R£1IsI^,Tl
BERBERS
OvTEXTURE

$39?

LOOKING

super heavy
WEARDATEDH

STAINMASTER

I

I

CERAMIC TILE
BLOWOUT

0??

16X16 CERAMIC

SUPER SELECTION

Closeouts, One-of-a-Kinds

to be tire long way around to

promised land.
The most important contri

_heavyiai

COMMERCIAL

OPEN Mon.-Sat, llatX’9pm • Closed Sunday

Go ahead. Say it.
It's not a dirty word.

ments are the shortest cut to the

removable full denture that
will be supported by dental
implants, and sufficient bone

OVER 1,000 ROLLS IN STOCK • BUY TODAY, INSTALL TOMORROW

backward tuid upside down,
which accounts for his lack of

hand, but the ten command

there must be a desire for a
final treatment result of a lower

carpet

HIRES

progress in life.
Righteousness may seem

allow for a surgical procedure,

about patient satisfaction with

conclusions. We anticipate that
this will verify what most den

holds us in His hand.
Man’s wrong use of nature
ean cause him to see things

will be followed over a period

participants will be chosen at

er who is charge of the project.

Those who give thanks
understand how lovingly God

placement in the lower jaw is a

13X13 ITALIAN

....

RUSTIC STONE TILE
wowi

$4 39

12x12 TILE

ITALIAN PORCELAIN

en m

&S

$1 79

nVc will fry your favorite seafood in 100% cholesterol-free

88980

peanut oil. hot to order. Choose from our fresh fish show
case, by the piece or by the pound, as a dinner or just the
seafood. Dine in at our picnic tables or take it home to
your place...oh yes. we broii. grill, scampi and Caribbean
broil (fat free) also.

TAMPA
5015 W. HlllSBOROUGH AVE

ST. PETERSBURG

SW CORNER OF 22ND AVE. & 28TH ST

BAYONET POINT

NE CORNER OF U S. 19 & HWY. 52

249-2088

ST. PETERSBURG 321-9590

NEW LOCATION 868*7424
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H>o You

?

5

Free Osteoporosis
Screenings Friday
ST. PETERSBURG Bayfront-St. Anthony’s Health

treatable.
A number of factors can

Care, Catholic Charities, St.

increase the likelihood of
developing
osteoporosis.

Jude Cathedral and the State of
Florida Department of Elder
Affairs will be offering free
Osteoporosis Screenings on
Friday, November 13,1998.
By offering free osteo
porosis screenings, it will help
educate older adults about their
risk of developing this crip
pling disease that causes bones
to thin, weaken and fracture
without warning. Radiology
technicians will conduct pain
less state of the art testing on
PDEXA (Peripheral Dual
Energy Absoiptionetiy) bone
screening machines, and med
ical specialists will provide
information about the disease.
Screenings are the best

Unhealthy habits such as
smoking, excessive alcohol
use, low calcium intake and
inadequate exercise can put
both men and women at risk.
Women who have a small
frame, a femily histoiy of the
disease, advanced age, or
experienced early menopause
are at real risk of developing
osteoporosis. Additional risk
factors for men include
steroids use to treat asthma or
arthritis, cancer treatments,
chronic diseases of the kid
neys, lungs or stomach, and
low testosterone levels.
Thf screening will take
place at St. Jude Cathedral ,

way to detect this so-called
“silent disease,” which may

5815 5th Avenue North, St.

cause no symptoms but can
have devastating results if an
older person falls and breaks a

To accommodate as many
people as possible, appoint

bone. With early detection, the
disease is preventable and

Petersburg.

ments ar required. For reserva
tions call St. Anthony’s
Healthline at 825-1111.

Orlando Taylor
Graduates----- NEWS
DEADLINE
IS
' 4 PM
MONDAY

42nd
Annual
Ball Held
In Tampa
TAMPA-The American
Legion Carmichael-LeGree
Post 167 held their 42nd
Annual Commanders/Presi-

Strickley Business Band

ST.

PETERSBURG-

Become part of CAST’s Vital
Volunteer Team. Join us in our
mission to stop domestic vio

ST. PETERSBURG-The
Pinellas County Chapter of
Florida Memorial College
Alumni Association is spon
soring their fourteenth Annual
Banquet on Sunday, Novem

Carriers Hall on Cypress

ber 14,1998 at 6:30 p.m. This

Street.
Some ,of the most impor

event promises to be a real

tant individuals attending were

treat.
This affair will be held in

left out last week.
In attendance to this suc

Faith Hall of Faith Memorial

cessful event was the greatest
MC this side of the state, Mr.

Avenue South. Highlights of

Lorenzo Johnson.
Lorenzo is pictured here

Kenneth Irby, an instructor at
the Nelson Poynter Institute.

enjoying himself with lovely
ladies, Johnnie D. Sanders and

Tickets and other informa
tion can be obtained from all

Sandra Lesley and the Strict

alumni members.
Rev.Bragg Turner is presi

lence. Become a Vital Volun
teer in one or our growing pro
grams.
In addition to our many
existing volunteer opportuni
ties we hare happy and excited

S.C.
During the training, the
soldier received instruction in

Taylor is the son of Geral
dine Daniels of Vienna Ga.
and Edward L. Taylor of St.

drill and ceremonies, weapons.

Petersburg, FL.

ical fitness, first aid, and Army
histoiy and traditions.

to be nearing the opening of
our new Thrift Store. The
grand opening will be Novem

Leam more about our var
ious programs and how your

ber 18, 1998. In addition to
proyiding job opportunities to

life experiences can be of help
to others.
Please call Judy at 823-

our program participants you

4413 to register as soon as pos

will be helping CASA raise

sible. If you need more infor
mation or have any questions,
feel free to call.

much needed funds. Morning
and afternoon shifts will be
available.

Back and Neck Pain Clinic

of South ST PETERSBURG
Auto Accident * Leg Pain ■ Arm Pain
Sciatica - Shoulder Pain/Stiffness * Headaches
Back Pain/Stiffness - Arthritis Pain/Stiffness
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome - Foot Pain
Nutritional Consulting • Sports Injuries

M.B. Church, 1800 18th
this event will be the speaker,

6205 9th Street South . St. Petersburg, FL. 33705
DR. PETER MOSHER
(Chiropractor)

(727) 864 -1701
.._.
- TNiTf^L"--- ""I

E CONSULTATION !

_ A $45 ValueL Wjth this_cqupo_n___j

dent of the Pinellas Chapter.

SEND YOUR
LETTERS TO:
THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER
2500 9TH ST. S.
ST. PETE, FL 33707

map reading, tactics, militaiy
courtesy, military justice, phys

CASA Volunteer
Orientation———

Florida
Memorial
College
Alumni
Association

dents Ball recently at Letter

ly Business Band.

KELLY AFB-Army Pvt.
Orlando M. Taylor has gradu
ated from basic military train
ing at Fort Jackson, Columbia,

The patient and any other person responsible for payment has the right to' refuse to pay, cancel payment, or be reimbursed for
payment for any other service, examination, br treatment which is preformed as a result of and within 72 hours of responding to
the advertisement for the free, disoounted fee, or reduced fee service, examination, or treatment..

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

RIB MASTER

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help
you overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

(CATERING)
1 100 - 16th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 822-8700 • Fax (727) 894-8141
Let RIB MASTER do your cooking for the holiday
OUR BBQ PORK RIBS, BEEF RIBS, BABY BACK BIBS, TURKEYS, HAMS
AND CHICKEN are rrtaribated and delicately rubbed with RIB MASTERS blend of
delicious spices and seasonings. (Oaked or HickorySmoked)
OUR SPECIAL HOLIDAY MENU:
10-12 Lb. SMOKED HAM
10-12 Lb. TURKEY
Yellor or White Rice w/gravy
Dressing
Green Beans,
Yellor or White Rice w/gravy
Candied Yams
Green Beans
Corn Bread or Rolls
Candied Yams
7-10 People $45.00
7-10 People $52.00

I was having bad lack, miser
able and il seemed like every
thing was against me. Just.a

Don't fail to call or write to her today.

few visits to Rev. Mother
Superior Williams and now I'm

Rev. Mother Superior Williams

doing fine with a gtfod home
and good man who loves me.

There's no limit to our diversity,
call and let me show you how we may best serue your

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends,
enemies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true
or false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or
influence the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell
you of lucky numbers. She has helped thousands, through all
walks of life. She will advise on love, marriage, business,
health, divorces, lawsuits, luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells,
success and evil influences of all kinds. Tells who your friends
and enemies are. Guarantees to remove all evil and bad luck!
WHY SUFFER when you can be helped and freed from all
your troubles?

- Hillarv Williams

3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581
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Gary Sheffield

Speaking
To The
People

From Page.l

by W.F. Allen

I think we all know the
fourth commandment. It does

will hot have good luck. It is
hot just obeying your parents

not seem like eveiyone lives
by it too much. When I was

and honoring them once or
twice a year, it should be

young we honored thy mote
and Father. We did obey, and

eveiyday.
I have seen children who

respect our parents. I remem
ber thinking of how to make

treat their parents bad until
they need something, if their

my parents happy, and make
them proud of me. When chil

parents says no, look out!
Your parent is a person.

dren were growing up in the
forties and fifties and sixties,

Mother’s Day or Fate’s Day

we listened usually and always

or Christmas; but the rest of the

respected adults.

year forget it. You should

Today there are so many

Some children will remember

young adult who do not

always honor your parents,
respect them and remember

respect anyone. I feel bad
when I see children disobey
their parents. These children

they gave you life. Be thank
ful, always.

Local Deltas Making
A Difference In The
Community ———
TAMPA-Voting is a privi
lege accorded all Americans
who are registered to vote.
Often, we assume that eveiy
one who wants to vote, votes.
We fail to remember that age
brings with it a number of life
changes, such' as limited
vision, poor health, and physi
cal limitation and disabilities.

huge audience listening, taking
notes while trying to get . a
glance of “First Lady Hillary
Qinton” were local Deltas
including President Marian
Lauria-Davis.
The battle has been fought
and the victory is won. Now, it
it time for all Floridians to

in the city ofTampa. In fulfill
ing that mission, during the

come together and work to
make this great state all that it
can be. There are issues that
confront us such as education,
health care, and criminal jus
tice that require the involve

recent election members of the
sorority assisted residents at

ment of all, in order to secure
the equitable solution.

Tampa Alumnae Chapter
of Delta Sigma Theta’s 199899 aim is to make a difference

Bethune High Rise in the vot-.
Tampa Alumnae Qiapter
ing process by reminding our of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
seniors that it was election day, began the process of looking at
escorting them to the polls, and issues pertinent to our commu
providing them with light nity by hosting a meeting on
refreshments. They did not just

Saturday, October 24,1998.

stop with the high rise, they

Attending that meeting were

surveyed

representatives from al Florida
Qrapters of Delta Sigma Theta

the

surrounding

community encouraging those
citizens to be sure to vote. The
Political

Awareness/Social

Action committee is chaired
by Darlene Lanier and Marcia

“Through SDI, eveiyone will
have easy access to a frill team
of graphic artists and design
technicians, state of the art
equipment and personal, pro
fessional customer seivice.
Many of the employees at
SDI were also at the celebration to give expert information,
tips and to explain other areas

PCUL
Annual
Meeting

Gibbs Junior
College Alumni
Association
Meeting ———
ST. PETERSBURG-The
Quarterly Meeting of Gibbs
Junior College Alumni Associ

Pinellas County Urban League
will hold its annual meeting at

day, November 19 at 7:00 p.m.

viding scholarships tor young

7:00

at Welch Tax and Accounting
Office, 1601 -16th Street

adults attending St. Pete Junior
College/Gibbs campus.

on

Thursday,

November 19, 1998, in the
auditorium of the former Flori

Soutli (Building), St. Peteis

digital graphics in our area and
capable of handling projects
from the beginning to finish
product.

Other

family

HEAD A NEWSPAPE
everyday
Nexus - Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials — Menders
Revlon - T.C.B. — Bantu

agency's

activities

during

YOGl's

Hair STUDio

1998.
Additionally, the election

328-1900

of some new directois to the

Angela's Hair Safari

League's Board of Directois
will take place.
Refreshments
served.

will

be

323-4840
C&C HAtR Design
447-3090

ARTlSTic HAlR Fashion
321-4840

A-Queen Beauty
Salon
327-5241

Robert's Hair Salon
866-7070

Hillary Rodham Qinton invit
ed citizens to the Tampa Dou

for issues that are important to

ble Tree Hotel for a get out to

women and the minority com
munity.

vote rally. Sprinkled in the

"Celebrating Our 21st Anniversary"

Thanks to Jesus and YOU-OUR CUSTOMERS

GIZZARDS & HOT WINGS

3 PCS DARK

19

HIRES HAIRSTYLING
3427 - lltk Avetiu© North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

Creative-N-style
321-9322

Center Stage Unisex Salon
327-4074

Helen's Beauty Salon
327-5182

Emerald City

for $30

Purchase or Over.

^“Lfirst come, first served.
;djpfted Quantities Per Game.

10 PCS DARK

10 PCS MIXED

$4.99

$6.99

99C

Cheese 25 tf Extra

WAVE a

TREE’
Devil Rays Ticket plus Parking

LT’

Little Red Hamburger

EP/DESIQN’

321-6802

assemble at the Capital to
lobby legislators for support

eral other family membeis.

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

Carla's Hair Affair

First Lady of the United States,

who shared in this moment
was Gary’s mother, Betty
Jones, Dwight’s wife and sev

information about the Urban
League ‘s programs and ser
vices,; and a report of the

Lt. Governor Buddy
MacKay and special guest the

meeting was tq finalize plans
for Delta Days at the Capital
which will be held in March.
On this day in March, Deltas
from all over Florida will

members

Professional Hair Care Products

DESIGNI

Hawkins.

his customers in mind.

SDI is the first premiere

South.

da Power Corporate Head
quarters, 3201 34th Street
buig.
The meeting will provide

Guests were treated to a.
wonderful buffet of appetizers,
a variety of beverages and a
gift bag designed especially for

aged to attend. We are asking
un interested persons to help ih
fulfilling their dream of pro

p.m.

customers will surely be satis
fied with.

All members are encour

ation will take place oy Thurs

ST. PETERSBURG-The

that would be available. The
staff is combined with innova
tive skills with technology that

NEWS
DEADLINE
IS
4 PM
MONDAY

Sorority. The puipose of the

Big Red Hamburger
& 1 Small Fry $2.69

2 Pc. Chicken (Dark)
& 1 Small Fry $1.99

Cheese 25tf Extra

2 Wings &
1 Small Onion Ring

LUNCH SPECIAL

5 Pcs. Dark & 2 Rolls

$3.59

I Big Red Hamburger
1 Small Hot Fry & 1 16 oz. Soda
$2.79 Cheese 25< Extra >

10 Pcs. Dark & 4 Rolls

$4.99

10 Pcs. Mixed & 4 Rolls

$6.99

All specials end at 11 P.M. except where otherwise stated. No substitutions on any specials.

"WHERE YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE"

1701 16th Street South
StdPcteesby rg
t

447-4548

$2.39

pen 10:30 am until 3 am in tne mornin
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First Annual Freedom Dinner

From Page.1

Sabrina Robinson Anthony Mione
Completes Basic
Graduates-----Training--------- KELLY AFB, TX-Antho-

civilian to militaiy life. Phase

ny J. Mione has completed

two involved a two-week out

basic

and

door stay on the academy

received the rank of cadet

grounds to participate in activ

fourth class at the U.S. Air

ities to extend their physical

Force Academy,

limitations and build self and

cadet

training

Colorado

Springs, Colo.

Dr. Navita James., Speaker

Rev. Bart Banks, Speaker

Ruby

Williams,

Doris Cannon, Assistant Sec

included TECO Energy Foun

KELLY AFB, TX-Air

Jim Davis for Congress Cam
paign,

Perry

Harvey,

Sr.

Memorial Fund, Nations Bank
and First Union National Bank

men and women who com

my was established in 1959

pleted the rigorous, five-week

and provides a balanced pro

orientation program and was

gram of militaiy training, aca

accepted into the cadet wing.

demics, athletics and spiritual-

By having completed basic

ethical development. The cur

cadet training, trainees are pre

riculum offers education in the

pared to enter their first acade

basic, engineering and social

mic year as “doolies” at the

sciences, the humanities, and

academy and graduate as the

30 other academic majois.
Mione is the sm of John

The cadets completed the

K. and Pamela M. Mime oi

training in two phases, phase
tions.

8491 Denise Drive, Seminole,

one consisted of military and

FL He is a graduate of Osceo
la High School, Seminole.

Force Airman Sabrina M.

In addition, airmen who

physical preparation which

Robinson has graduated from

complete basic training earn

focused on tiie transition from

basic military training at Lack-

credits toward an associate

land Air Force Base, San Anto

degree through the Communi

nio, Texas.

ty College of the Air Force.

dation, Bryn Alan Photogra
phy, Sam Seltzer Steakhouse,

The U.S. Air Force Acade

Sabrina Robinson

Patricia Spencer, Secretary and

sponsois in the community

group confidence.

The cadet is one of 1,163

class of 2002.

Treasure,

retary.
Financial supporters and

RSVP Advisory
Meeting'—~

During the six weeks of

Robinson is the daughter

training, the airman studied the

of Estella Rush and John C

Air Force mission, organiza

Robinson of St. Petersburg,

The Retired Senior Volun

11300 U.S. Hwy 19 N„ Qear

tion and customs and received

FL She is a 1997 graduate of

teer Program Advisory Coun

water on Tuesday, November

special training in human rela

Gibbs Senior High School.

cil will held their next meeting

17,1998 at 3:00 pin.

of Florida.

at Windmoor Health Care

Arirratage won't

nickel-and-dime you
with annoyingfees.

Nofeesfor
official checks,
stop payments,
money orders or
single-signature
traveler’s checks.

Withfiee 24-hour
telephone banking,
we’re only a
phone call away.

Review all
•your linked
NationsBank
accounts on
one consolidated
monthly statement.

YourAdvantage
checks? Free,
ofcourse.

Spirit Week At Osceola High
School
—'

Discounted
rates on
loans and
lines ofcredit?
You got it

Over 6,400
NationsBank
ATMs at
your service.

Eammorewith
preferred rates
on new CDs:

The week was filled with
different activities leading up
to the football game on Friday
and the homecoming dance,
“A Knight to Remember’ ’ on
Saturday. Peter Shields, a

NationsBank
Add a second
checking account
withno
monthlyfee.

senior, was named Homecom
ing King at the dance and at

Free Personal
Advantage
Program booklets
that arefilled
with helpful
financial
information.

PC Banking with
Managing Your Money
lets you pay bills* and
access your accounts
24 hours a day
without a
monthlyfee.

Make purchases
the easy way with a
fiee NationsBank
CheckCard.

halftime at the football game
the queen was announced.
She is senior Nicole DeSantis.
Peter played football for
the Osceola Warrior football
team and plans to go to col
lege. He would like to play in
the National Football League
someday. Nicole plans to
attend college to study meteo

L-R: Peter Shields and Nicki DeSantes
ST. PETERSBURG-The

spirit week at Osceola High

ek of October 19th was

Schail.

rology •
Congratulations and good
luck to both of them.

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4 PM MONDAY
Ronald L. Nelson, EA.
Attorney At Law
PERSONAL INJURY
AUTO ACCIDENTS
GUARDIANSHIPS
PROBATE & WILLS
REAL ESTATE

All The Features
Without The Fees.
A NationsBank Advantage' account offers everything you want in a checking account, without nickel-and-dinting you uith
fees. With Advantage, you pay nothing for many of the services you use the most: ATMs, telephone banking, PC Banking,
money orders, even a second checking account. Think of it as a reward for your business. You can qualify by using the
balances in any of your NationsBank accounts. Just call or stop by for details.
You'll see that an Advantage account saves more, earns more and costs less.

NationsBank

Discover The Rewards Qf Advantage. Call 1-800-NATIONS Anytime.
>010 FIFTH AVENUE NORTH, ST. PETERSBURG, FL 537 13

www.nationsbank.com

(727) 898-9292
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely upon advertisements.
Before you decide, ask us to send you free written information about our qualifications and experience,

7
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North Central Florida
Society In
Ocala

Premarital Counseling
Is Helpful----------- —
have the very best. He doesn’t
provide a discount relation
ship. He offers designer quali

by
Florence Williams Ray

Appreciation Services at
Bethlehem MBC
On November 15, 1998,
Bethlehem Missionaiy Baptist
Church will conclude its 8th

point where your motivation to

appreciation service for their

serve the Lord is not veiy
high? You need to experience

pastor, the Rev. Michael T.
Murphy, Sr.
On Sunday morning at
11:00 a.m. Bethlehem will be

a burning revitalization!! Have

you drifted away from the
Lord by being inactive? You
in chaige of service with the ned spiritual renewal!!
Rev. Martin Smith delivering
This revival is designed to
the message. Dinner will be help the Christian to re-exam
served after the morning ser ine Christian commitment,
vice. At 3:30 p.m. the Rev. church loyalty, and one’s per
Charles Streeter and congrega sonal relationship with Christ.
tion of Liberty Chapel Mis A pre-revival Prayer Service
sionary Baptist Church will and Song Fest will be held
conclude the services.
Sunday, November 15, 1998
Tbe public is invited.
at 5:00-6:00 p.m. The public is
invited.
Observes 28th Dual Day

Ocali Storytelling Guild

The New Zion Missionaiy
Church family will observe its

Due to the efforts of the
Ocali Storytelling Guild, Folk

annual Dual Day on Sunday,

tales, tall tales, myths, legends

November 15,1998. They are
extending an invitation to the

and personal stories bring
laughter, tears, and reflection

public to worship with them

in audiences of all ages in Mar

on this special occasion.

ion County.

Bethel Baptist Church in
Edgar, Florida, along with his
congregation, will render the

The Ocali Storytelling
Guild was founded in 1996
and heists several excellent

public events each year. The
11:00 a.m. service. At 3:00 Guild is co-sponsored by the
p.m. the Rev. Lionel Clements National Stoiytelling Associa
of the Mt. Ararat Metropolitan tion Tellabration and includes
Church and his congregation grown-ups its well as children..
will be in chaige of the after
The Ocala Storytelling
noon service.

At the Cana wedding,
Jesus met the need. He will do
the same for engaged couples.
Premarital counseling assists
couples in making orderly
steps in knowing each other

Rev. Dr. Eugene
Broxton
Getting married is an
important part of life. As a mat
ter of fact, the decision to
many is considered the second
most important decision a per
son should make in life. The
three major decisions of life
are: The decision to accept
Christ as Savior; the decision
to marry and along with it the
choice of a mate; the decision
of a vocation.
This year there will be

New Zion M.B.C.

The Rev. Strickland of Mt.

ty

gious zeal burning low? Gone
completely out? You need a
reawakening of our religious
fervor! Have you reached a

Festival is held at various sites

This 28th Dual Day obser

in downtown Ocala for three
vance promises to be the best days in April and features
ever. Betty Barrett is publicity some of the nation’s best story

approximately 1.2 million
divorces, some may be friends

better. And it also makes cer
tain the footings of marriage
are strong.
3). Premarital Counseling
is an Investment that will pay
Dividends : Marriage is pre
cious. Proverbs 5:18 says
enjoy the wife of your youth.
God ordained marriage for our
benefit. It is important for us to
know that the only way God
approves man and woman
relationship is through mar
riage. Not the “shacking up”
or illicit sex. Any other way
than God’s way is disastrous
and expensive.
4) . Romance is a Fog

we know, and unfortunately,

without Christ: It is great to be

some of those couples were
just mairied last year. So in

in love and have a beautiful

view of the fact that the Lord

wedding preceded by showers,
then gifts and presents. How

Jesus Christ has told us to plan
for the important events in our

ever, let us take a look at what
marriage is all about.

lives) Luke 14:28-31, it is ben
eficial to plan our marriage.

“It takes more than being
married in a church to have a

Why do we need counsel
ing? While there are so many

Christian marriage. It takes
more than a minister’s pro

answers to this question, we
will give five in this article.

nouncement, however sincere
and resounding to make a mar
riage Christian. A Christian
marriage is a marriage
between Christians whose
love for Christ makes their
marriage stronger because

1). An elaborate wedding
isno guarantee of a successfill marriage: Couples have
eveiy right to want a beautiful
and meaningful ceremony for
themselves, their family, and

can know who they are and

about an hour, a marriage

selves-a paradox divine.”

chair. The Rev. Dr. E.F. Brox

tellers. Marion County Stu

ton is pastor.

dents and residents test their
skills in the festival’s Student

should last forever. So the

Storytelling Contest, Tall Tale

main emphasis should be on

Contest, and Cowboy Poetiy

the marriage not the wedding.

Reflections (Nashville:Broadman Press) p.58.

Contest.

2) . God expects our deci
sions to be orderly: “The

5) . Icebergs Need to Be
avoided in Marriage: The

steps of a good man are

great unsinkable ship Titanic
was not sunk by the 10% ofthe

Church will be led in revival

The Guild meets the third
services by the Rev. Patrick Monday of every month at
Miller, Pastor of Second Beth Brick City Center for the Arts
lehem Baptist Church of Sara at 7 p.m. The public is invited
sota, Florida. The revival will to attend the meetings. For
take place from November 16- more information, contact Don
18, 1998 nightly beginning at Leonard at 288-3979. Up
7:30 p.m.
coming events by the Ocaii
November 16, 1998 will

Storytelling Guild include

feature a “Youth Rally tor Tellabration on November 21,
Christ”. November 17-18 will 1998 at 8:00 p.m. To be held at
be centered on Christian the Appleton Museum of Art,
adults. The theme for the Ocala. The second Ocala Sto
revival is “Reawakening of rytelling Festival will be held
Religions Fervor. ”
April 8-10,1999 in downtown
Are the fires of your reli- Ocala.

READING IS VITAL.
FOR THE MIND!

ordered by the Lord” (Psalm
37:23, KJV). A couple plan

’The Choices’
bv Rodrick V. Snow
It’s quiet. It’s early. My
coffee is hot. The sky is still
black. The world is still asleep
Day is approaching.
In a few moments a brand

new day will arrive. It will roar
down the track with the rising
of the sun. The stillness of
dawn will be exchanged for
the noises of daytime activity
the calm of solitude will be
replaced by the pounding pace
of the human race. The recluse
of the early morning will be

our focus is to find the ice

invaded by decisions to be

beigs, start a relationship, melt
the icebeigs and capitalize on

made and deadlines to be met.
For the next 12 hours, I’ll

the couples strengths. We will
talk about resources that help

be exposed to the demands of

foigiven, I will forgive so that I
may life.
/ choose Patience... I will

not question my word. My
wife will not question my love.
And our children will never
fear their father will not come

of the world. Instead of cursing

home.
Love, joy, peace, patience,
kindness, goodness, gentle

the one who takes my place.

ness, self-control and faithful

I’ll invite him to do so. Rather
than complain that the wait is

ness. To these I commit my
day. If I succeed, I will give

too long, I’ll thank God for a

thanks. If I fail, I will sincerely

moment to pray. Instead of
clinching my fist at an assign

seek God’s grace. And then,
when the day is done, I will

ment, I’ll face it with joy and

place my head on my pillow

courage.
I choose Kindness... I will
be kind to the poor, for they are

and rest
****************

overlook the inconveniences

Church of The Most
HighGod

hoping. Kind to the rich, for
they are afraid. And kind to the
unkind, for such is how God
treats me.
I choose Goodness..! will
go without a dollar before I

Bishop Frank Jefferson
and his wife, Sis. Mary Jeffer
son has so graciously shared
this month’s calendar of activ
ities for their church, Church of

take a dishonest one. I’ll be
overlooked before I will boast.
J will confess before I will

the Most High God, with our

accuse. I choose goodness!
I
choose
Gentle-

2nd - 9 people joined the

readers.

November

I choose to be gentle! If I raise
my voice, may it be only in

church;
4th - Business Meeting;
7th - Benefit Program for
Bro.Robert Bingham, 7:30

I choose Love... No occa
sion justifies hatred; no injus

praise. If I clench my fist, may
it be only in prayer. If I make a

p.m.;
21st - Sharetime Ministries;

tice warrants bitterness. I

demand, may it be only to

Ministry for Recovering Drug

two couples are successfully

choose Love! Today I will love

married with children, beauti

God and what God loves.
I choose Joy... I will invite

myself.
I choose Self Control..!

tutes, 7:30 pjn'

you keep yours vows.
A closing Note: As pastor
of the New Zion Baptist
Church, I have been counsel
ing engaged couples for more
than thirteen years. Twenty

ful homes that they own, or
buying, a family automobiles

the day. It is now that I must
make a choice. Because of
Calvary, I’m free to choose,
and so I shall choose!

my God to be the God of cir

ness...Nothing is won by force.

am a spiritual being. After the

Members Birthdays

body is dead, my spirit will
soar. Irefiise to let what will
decay, rule the eternal. I will be

3rd - Dea. T. Watkins; 18th,
Sis. Andria Mason
attend any service. Regular
worship
services
starts

and many other assets. The
crowning achievement is that
all of them are bom again

cumstances. I will refuse the

Christians and happy. I believe
that Christian premarital coun

refuse to see people as any
thing less than human beings,

seling was the main contribu
tion to their successful mar

created by God. I will refuse to
see any problems as anything

drunk only in joy. I will be
impassioned only by my faith.
I will be influenced only, by
God. I will be taught only by
Christ. I choose self-controH

riage. Therefore, it is important

less, than an opportunity to

I choose Faithfulness...

temptation to be cynicaL.the
tool of the lazy thinker. I will

or Alcohol Addicts and Prosti

to remember that God created

Today I will keep my promis

marriages and without Him
there is no real marriage.

es. My debtors will not regret
their trust. My associates will

The public is invited to

promptly at 10:00 a.m with
Sunday School, followed
immediately with Morning
Worship.
The church is located in
Belleview at 10444 S.E. 54th
Court.

they know who they are: they

their friends. But remember
that while the wedding will last

Mount Moriah Baptist
Church in Revival
The Mount Moriah Baptist

Rosetta
Cohen
Forshee

seek God.
I choose Peace... I will live

thus more fully give of themJason

Towner,

Warm

icebeig that was visible above

ning to marry have made an
important decision. But it is

the water. Instead, it was the
hidden 90% of the icebeig that

important for this couple to
earnestly seek God’s will in

sank the ship. Like an iceberg

this matter. God designed mar
riage for us. He wants us to

it can be lethal.
In premarital counseling,

marriage can be beautiful, but

GREATER HOPEWELL

BAptist Church
515 N.W. 6th Terrace, Ocala
Rev. George W. Lee, Pastor
Sunday School..................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship............ 11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ... .5 p.rn
Evening Worship.................... 6 p.nt
Prayer Service & Bible Stud)
Wednesday .
........... 6:30 p.m

United TheOlOgicai Seminary
and
Bible COllege

810 N.W. 25th Avenue • Suite tOI

Extension Ocala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. O.V. Pinkston, Moderator
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director
Dr. B.F. Martin, President
352-351-5029 OR 352-237-5215

Ocala, Florida 34475
(352) 351-2582 • (352) 351-4" '2
Toll Free: 1-SS8-313-6548 • FAX (352) 351-5785
Email: cfnonder@typewoild.com
Website: h1tp//www.typeworld.com

We deliver anywhere in the State of Florida and beyond

See us for your printiig needs
l,etterliead«Envelopes,'rickets,Broeluires«Seuvenir Books*Invitations

Monday
8:30-9:30
PM
Saturday
8:00 AM10:15 AM

Tuesday
9:00 AM12:00 PM

6:30 PM9:30 PM

(wedding social graduation)
Fonns'FlyeivCatalogs-Business Cards* Ne, sletters’Price
Lists’Carbonless Forms’ Pocket Folders’ Bumper Slickers’Four Color
Proeess Printing* Ad Speciality Items

African American owned and operated commercial print shop
State of Florida Minority Business Enterprise Certified
Member ot'Oeala'Marion Chamber of Commerce
Member ofNAPL (National Association of Printers & Litliogfaphers)

Offering Degrees in Theology, Religious Education,
and Certification in Two Extension Courses
Masters Program
External Studies in the areas above for residents
over 60 miles away
LOCATED AT:
1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475

Main Campus in Monroe, Louisiana

ANHEUSER-BUSCH

COMPANIES
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North Central Florida
Ocala
News
by James Thorpe

mally go one size higher than

and shoes! I gave them corpo

majority of the pictures, her
hands were clasped in front of
her as if she were praying, but

the child’s age! She also
explained that the dress had

rate-style haircuts.
Besides all the outside
form and fashion, I meticu
lously explained to my god

LighT
Of The
World

Bible immediately following

rack. It takes several weeks to
receive a catalog order. I left

By Daniel Banks

her baptism. I have no doubt

with the dress and realization

that God has a plan for her life!

J
SB8SS55S5SB5SBSS^^SSEE£==^*?

Shiloh SDA Church

then at Buiger King. In the

she was looking into the cam

alog, but the buyer decided not

era smiling while gesturing
like Mother Teresa! Two years
later, she draws a picture of a

to purchase it for some reason
and placed the dress on the

The October 3rd prophecy,

with, so as to occupy he mind.

What’s more is, about a week

in which I shared that God said

She began to doodle and soon
showed me a picture of an
open book that she’d drawn in

and a half before I was out
shopping around for her bap
tismal dress and eventually

each and eveiy day.

Is having a Family and
Fiiend Day on November 21,

Being an invalid most of
her life, she has a beautiful atti

1998. Sabbath School begins

tude, a positive view of every
situation, and really loves the
Lord.

my church this past Sunday,
had a shouting testimony of

no time. It looked just like an

ended up at J.C. Penny. There

open family Bible! In my

Most surprise birthday par
ties are not really a surprise

how God healed her dad of
cancer. He had been diagnosed

amazement, I wrote the word

were no all white dresses on
their racks. Finally, I spotted a

anymore, but she really was
suiprised. One of her many

with cancer earlier and the
Lord, she said, came to him

at 9:30 a.m. and our families
are invited to come worship
with us.

Roosevelt Davison and the
Spiritual Ambassadors 10th
Anniversary
•Held on Sunday nighf
November 29 at 6:30 p.m. at
the Theological Seminary;

He would heal our diseases, is
still proving true! A woman at

gifts was a VCR which will be
very entertaining to her.
Wishing her many more
Happy Birthdays!

Friday night
•December 4, 1998, 7:00
p.m. at Qiurch of God, Red

“Holy” on one page of her
book and “Bible” on the other!

nary on N.W. 4th Street.
come celebrate with us.

Challenger

that God had made available to

2500 9th St. S.

me the perfect dress, at the per
fect price, with perfect timing,

and obey His laws. I had the to
undeistand that baptism is an

for the perfect occasion!

outward show of an inward
change! I prayed with them

I

accessorized the dress with a
thick, white lace veil which
greatly
complemented
Sammy’s Spanish coloring!
She absolutely loved the outfit!

them being consecrated was a

Her mother supplied white

glorious experience for me.

shoes and white socks! I

I’m praying now that I will
soon be arranging baptisms for
their parents and other adults

Others thought that I had

and told him that He would
take care of him and his wife.

white dress on the rack. I asked

bought a white veil for mom,

she was about two years old, I

After that, doctors were not
able to find a trace of cancer!

photographed her several
times at her brothers’ birthday

the salesgirl if she thought this
size 5 would fit my four-year-

as well!
For the boys, I purchased
white, short-sleeved shirts with

God honored His word and
healed him! These miracles

party which I’d thrown for

old (I shopped alone this day).
She said it would, as you nor

also!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

believe Him for it and thank
Him afterwards! The prophecy
published October 3rd, also
specified that God would irra

Tamara Upshaw is cele
brating her birthday. This spe

diate debt in the church, for
give our sin, return eveiything

cial greeting comes from her
mother and grandparents,

ents home ori October 31,
1998. Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
(Liz) Davison.

the Spirit, that someone - a
female- was recently bom

brothers, uncle and auntee.
Tamara held her 15th

again as a direct result of this
ministry), and causing revival!

Mrs. Hazel Preston Hartley
was th honoree of a surprise
birthday party gjven for her at
6:00 p.m. The idea was bom to
her niece Cynthia Prince and

Order of Eastern Star Vir
ginia Bell Chapter 154,
Martin Florida

Moreover, He is ready, willing,
and able to bring our miracle to

We are coming to the end

1 Lb. Bag

us, blessing us over and over

cause. Believe me, no one

evening. Her sister Catherine

again.
Thanksgiving Program
will be held on the first Sun
day, December 6, 1998, 3:30

does it better! Praise God!
Permit me to share with
you that my god-children were
baptized at my church last

program.
Mrs. Bouie, her aunt
offered a most spirit-tilled

p.m. at Progressive Union

Sunday in a beautiful sacred

Baptist Church 8792 NW 38th

ceremony. Their parents were

Avenue Road, Martin, FL The

prayer for the entire family, she

message will be delivered by

in service with us for the first
time ever and the children’s

16 Oz.
Assorted

Ls also one of Hazel’s special

Minister Frank Long, amem

cooks, anything

ber of New Bethel Church,
Ocala where Elder Dennis

former Pre-K teacher wit
nessed also. My twin god-sons

Kraft y
Dressings

are eight years old and my

the way.
Hazel Ls a role model for

Hagins Ls the pastor.
We are looking forward to
your coming and sharing in

daughter’s life is elect and ded

our tiimily. She Ls a veiy under

this program with us. Please

icated for seivice toward God.

standing person

has

come and let us all sing, pray,

She became a little restless in

always put Christ first in her
life.. She never complains,

and listen to God’s word

the pew next to me during the
later part of the service. I gave
he a pen and paper to write

Running a small business is hard.
Shouldn’t your retirement plan be SIMPLE?

»

1 Entry For Every Dollar You Spend

1

10 Extra Entries For Each MVP Discount
Item You Purchase

Shoulder or
Chuck Roast
Buy One, Get One

MVP

Price Without MVP Card $2.49 Ea.

Price Without MVP Card $3.19 Ea.

Buy One, Get One

FREE

Personal Financial Advisor
Registered Representative

American Express Financial Advisors Inc.
IDS Life Insurance Company
Suite 300
230 Northeast 25th Avenue
Oeala. FL 34470
1.800.576.9156
Fax: 352.351.54733

Healthy Choice
Meats

32 Oz.
Reg. or
Light
3 Rolls

Ritz Crackers

Reg. $2.29 Ea. Without Card
MVP MILLION DOLLAR HOLIDAY GIVEAWAY

single 3‘ x 5" card and mailing to: MVP MILLION DOLLAR Giveaway. P.O. Box 72879754. Cimton. IA 52736-9754. Nc purchase necessary. Mechanically reproduced and-or photocooiea entries will not oe accepted, Limit one entry per household per day anc outer mailing envelope. Man-jP entries most be postmarxec by. December 26Apni 1.1998 and
received by December 31 April 7.1998 to be eligible. MaiFm entries become properly of Sponsor anc wm hot be returned:
Maximum 20C10C total entries per day by any- entry metnoc. Emit free MVP card transactions per no„senoc per day. Use of MVP card four ,41 or more times in a single day
mvaicates ma: day's ertnes.
1
\
.
Sponsor ana its agents assume no responsibility or liability for lost, misdirected. misplaced, damaged, iiiegtoe. incomplete. iate. munateo. or postages mailentnes or tor any act
or fanu'e ts' ac: regarcmg tne t'ansmi5ingr oetay. or processing of enfes or MVP card aopicaws or for the cpe'atioh of me MVP carc program. To qualify to cvy based on pur
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2. EUGIBILITY: Tins sweeostaxes is cben-to egat rescents of tne continental United States wno are 18 years or otoer as of November 1 'March i. '.998. Employees of Sponsor:.
it's sdcscianes. abates. luogirg. advertising, anc promotional agenoes. including, but not hmitec to: P’omoton Fulfillment Center. Ogihvy S Mather. Moc'e BCS. anc tne immedi
ate tamilies. tdefmec as spouse anc criitoen' anc household members of each are not eiigoe tc enter. This promotion s voc w^ere c/onoitec by law anc :s subiect tc ai‘ lederaj.
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Price Without MVT Card $2.87 Ea.

state, and local laws and regulations. II prize is won by a minor, it will be awarded to a parent or legal guardian who must s>gn and return an requ^ed documents. MVP cards when
are stolen, fraudulent, tampered with or otherwise altered are not eligible to automatic entry.. II muttple names are associated wt". a card, tne prze wilt be awarded to the primary
cardholder.
3. PfilZES: GRAND PRIZE: One (1) Grand Prize winner will win an award of Sl.OOO.OOC payaDe in 20 annua, payments of S5C.OOC. with no interest. FlRST PRIZE: Two i2i First
prize winners will wm an award of S3.000 payable m one lump sum. All three winners win receive an expense pac trp tc Cnar'oce. North Carolina to see when pnze tney have won.
Winners may appoint a pray to travel tc Chanotte. North Catoma to see which prize they nave won.'
4. DRAWING: The Grand Prize and Fust Pnze winners will be selected in a random drawing on or about January 7. l999Apn: t.C. '99e from aH ei>gc>e entries. Drawing wiii oe con
ducted by Promotion Fulfillment Center. an independent judging organization, whose decisions are hnai on aij matters relating, to this sweepstases. Odds of winning depend upon
the number of el-goe entnes’from MVP carc Purchases anc mait-m entries combined. Winner wni oe notified by mail, telephone, anaor m person. .Prize s non-transferacie Nc
prize substitution, lf pnz? notifcaton «ter or prize >s tournee as unoeiiveraoie. tne pnze will be forfeited ano wiiimay be awarceo to.an alternate winner.
5. UABIUTY: Soonsor and is empK^ees. ofice's, directors, subsidiaries, abates, parents, and agents including, but not limited to. Promotion Fulfillment Center. Moore BCS. and
Ogilvy & Mamei. assume no responsibility or liability irom anc agamst. ano an winners agree to rerease ana hod sad parties nar/tuess wnatsoever irom ana agams:. any' carnages,
iniunes. causes of action or tosses of any Kind 'esu'tmg from or in connection with the winner's acceptance, possession, use. or misuse of any prize mentioned ne'em. and agamst
any and all liabilities a'S-ng m wnoe or m pan out cf participation m this sweepstakes. All taxes on the pnze are tne soie responsibility of the winner. ■
6. WINNERS LIST: For tne winner’s name, send a stamped, seif-addressed »10 or business size envelope received by February 28. i999May .31.1998 to: MVP M.::.on Dott'
Giveaway W-nners Lst. P. 0. Ba 72879948-W. Chnton. IA 52736-'9948.
7. SPONSOR: Food Lon. Inc.. 2110 Executive D"ve. P.O. Box 133C. Salisbury. NC 28145-1330.
8. RULES: For a copy o< these 'j<es. sene a stamped, serf-aoc'essec envelope tc: MVP Miiion Donar G'veaway Ruies. P.O. Box 72S79946-R. Curton. IA 52736-9945. WA a-c VT
rescents may dm>t too'" postage.
9. AFFIDAVITS OF EUGlBltlTYRlGHTS TO PUBUSH: EacnTne winner wii be required tc verify rusher oentity anc aod'ess anc execute anc to-m a" a'-cav.t.o’ a-gc..cy anc
iiab'iey ojD cty toease
" seve" .7' cays o’ c* ze notifcatton or attendee pnze notification or tne o'.ze wiii oe to*eitec and an a temate w""er may oe se-ectec. Accec:a"ce o'
tne pr ze constt-tes oe'm ss t to Sponsor a^c ts agents tc use tne winner's name, photo, voce, otograpnea- intoma:<y, anc .ireness to promottona o.'poses teevs y.
raC'O. Inte'to anc p’-n: acve't.sement w-tiOvt Lrt”er compensation or notce. except where prohibited.
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Prices in this ad effective
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Kraft

Coronet Paper
Towels

14-17 Oz. Assorted

MVP Hems: You will receive ten (101 additional bonus entries not to exceed 200100 total entries per day lor each MVP discount item yor purchase wnh your MVP Card at Food Lion
stores dunng the penod ol November) 1 (March T. 1998 through December 24March 3.1.1998.
Double Entries: Ibu will receive double the number of entries (total entries cannot exceed 200 per day' lor purchases made during.the period of November' 8 - November 26 and
December 16- December 24.
Entry By Mail: You may also enter without purchase or MVP card and receive 200100 entries by hand-onntmg your name, address, day and evening phone numbers and age on a

Janies L. Greene

Honey Roasted & Smoked
Turkey Breast or VA Brand Ham

2/*5

1. ENTRY: MVP Total Purchases: YoiLautomatcaliy receive entries into the sweepstakes when you use your MVP Card and make a purchase ai any Food Lion store during.: ie pen03 of November 1'March 1.1998 through December 24March3L 1998. You will be credited with one entry for each dollar you spend wun your MVP Card (including tax) up to
$200100 (200100 entries) per household per day.

American Express Financial Advisors Inc.

■ Reg.. $2.49
$

Price Without MVP Card $3.99

Call foday lor a coniplitiieiilary eousullal ion and copy of Your

liif) Metixjori/oiii'small bnsim'ss.

Lb.

DELI-BAKERY

Ocean Spray
Cranberry Juice
$
BONUS
BUY

$<159

Value Pack

Chuck or 3 Lbs. Or More
Shoulder Steak

64 Oz.
Varieties

OFFICIAL RULES — NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

Guide to SIMPLE IRAs.

Boneless Beef

Chicken
Tenders

Tire new SIMl’IT IRA is cheaper. easier and more f'h^xibh’thaira
4() 1 (kYplan. Ia I’yel. il was spetnallv (lesigrted for businesses with
fewer than 100 employees.

Bus: 352.351.5421

Lion!

Hot or Cold

already tell that my god

together.

W 1997 AiiK'riciin Express Financial | t»rp«»r.»ti«»n

It.
CA, VJteUy. jnMdc/..

Reg. $1.69

god-daughter Ls four. I can

always giving God the praLse

Financial
Advisors

fix*.

See official Rules For Details • Giveaway Ends 12/24/98
Maximum 200 Entries Per Day • No Purchase Necessary

FREE

were the setting tor the

that

wd

ties, navy slacks, black socks,

Dole
__
cal,
Iceberg Salad B
™™

Lord wants to champion your

Girt and she is satisfied it Ls on

tc.

Boneless Beef

has been merciful and kind to

special to eat, she can call aunt

dM

fan,

that I hold dear! Pray for me.

FOOD LION

of another great year. The Lord

she wants

UmA

thoAtt bxyj,

Use Your MVP Card To Enter

her cousin, J.P. Burrows.
Plenty of tood and gifts

conducted a beautiful short

A

Um

them in how to pray. To see

Happy Holidays prmn

pass, as well! As I told you
before, get in this draft. The

was the perfect host, making
her comfortable as usual and

'ic

to normal, and do away with
potentially hazardous situa
tions! I love Him for it! Our
God is healing cancer, clearing
blocked arteries, saving souls
(for I’ve also been shown in

Bi rthday Party at her grandpar

On last Friday afternoon,

33704

word the same as He always
has. All we need to do is

Tamara Upshaw

Surprise Birthday Party

St. Petersburg, FL

several times before and after
their baptisms and instructed

The Lord performs His

Hazel Preston Hartley

items to:

as Lord and Savior in your

drawn the whole thing. When

declared to her that God had
said she was healed of cancer,

The public is invited to

children, in the presence of

heart and make a conscien
tious choice to follow Qirist

that a prophetess in Reddick
pointed to a paritioner and

p.m. at the Theological Semi

Send your news

The Tri-County

about! I was also told today

•December 6,1998 at 6:30

RESIDENTS:

their parents, how crucially
iiriportant it is to accept Jesus

goigeous white lace dress wife
a sash and sheer shoulders and
short sleeves. It was the only

that I’ve been reporting week
after week are worth shouting

dick, FL;

been ordered through their cat

GAINESVILLE

We reserve the right to
limit quantities..

A//

Stores Accept

ATM
CARDS
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500 Role Models Of Excellence Program
“Respect, Responsibility
and Restraint”

different circumstances when
dealing with the police. Officer

by J.W. Bryant
ST. PETERSBURG-The

Horace Nero, Mr. Mark Canfield and Sgt. Reggie Oliver,

500 Role Models of Excel
lence Project is designed

are the role models at LH.S.

specifically for those students,
especially African American

busy with fund-raising events

males, who need support
achieving in the areas of acad
emics, discipline, attendance
and self esteem. Schools
throughout the country have

The Osceola High boys are
designed to generate money
they will use towards worth
while field trips to the many
cultural activities in and
around Pinellas County. Mr.
Eamel Samuel and Mr. Dennis

welcomed these adult role Davis have spent countless
model mentors into groups of hours organizing and chaper
boys eager to hear their words oning these activities that will
of wisdom The foundation of provide their young men
the program’s message is

ing responsibility for actions.
Their role models, Officers
B.L. Rawls and Mr. Ron
Anderson, have reinforced the
concept that these boys can be
the “masters of their fete and
the captains of their souls”.
Laigo High School is cur
rently involved in discussions
centered on the importance of
“respect, responsibUity and
philosophy of the Role Models
Program. Membeis fiom this
group will be participating in
this year’s ‘Teach-In”, where

Restraint”
The Boca Ciega High boys

role models washed cars for
five hours making for a veiy

Officer Lovet, Officer Gam
brell, Officer Rubio and WJ.

recently spent the morning
touring the St. Pete Police
Headquarters, exploring the

successful fund raising event.
The young men from
Dixie Hollins High are putting

Biyant are the role models for
these fortunate boys.

many career options within the
department. Role Models,

together a weekly support
team that will lend their help to
the elderly in the neighbor
hoods where they live. Role
Models, Sgt. Al White, Officer

special event.
The Lakewood High
group is currently participating

Broughton and Officer Billy
Crews feel that the boys

The Role Models Program
is currently serving 13 high
schools, 13 middle schools and
26
elementary
schools

role models devote 2 times per
month working with the over
600 boys currently registered

in a video production due out nity.
The groups at Northeast
after the first of the year. The
video, entitled, “What To Do High have begun the year with
When Stopped by the Police” an emphasis on goal setting
will include advice for teens in and the importance of accept-

If you are interested in
becoming a mentor and would

grassy

age of 5 and 12, write me
about what you've learned in
school, or for advice about

though as for that the passing

in the project.

Then took the other as just
as feir, and having perhaps the

and

wanted

wear,

there had worn them reaUy
about the same.
And both that morning
equally lay in leaves no step
had trodden black, Oh, I kept

“Poetiy In The Park”. This is a
special day at school when we

the first for another day! Yet

re-emphasize the beauty and
importance of poetiy. It is a

way, I doubted if I should ever

day that we have rehearsed
and rehearsed our special

I shaU be teUing this with a
sigh, somewhere ages and

poems. I wUl like to share the

ages hence: Two road diveiged

poem that I will recite during
this special program.

in a wood, and I....I took the

The Road Not Takiri

throughout PineUas County.
The approximately 100 adult

should understand the value of
“giving back” to the commu

better claim, because it was

kids. So if you are between the

This week for Kids Comer
I would like to talk about

Mac Williams, Officeis Sands,

growth.

grade 6. This new column,
“AttZs Comer”, each week
will feature comments from

making and keeping fiiends.

they visit selected elementary
schools to talk about how the
program has helped them. Mr.

anchored in three words’’Respect, Responsibility and

describe this through explo
ration and also oiganized this

I’m Khana Riley, age 11,

restraint”-the key words in the

opportunities they would not
ordinarily have. On October
31st, the young men and their

Major Gordon and Officer
Hordge, helped to explain and

by Khana A. Riley

knowing how way leds on to

come back.

one less traveled by and that
has made all the difference.

by Robert Frost
Two roads divered in a yel
low wood, and sony I could

Until we meet! Send your let

not travel both and be one trav

Weekly ChaUenger 2500 Dr.

eler long I stood and looked

Martin Luther King Street

down one as fer as I could to
where it bent in the uniter-

South, St.

I hope you enjoyed it!

ters to Dear Khana,

c/o The

Petersburg,

FL

33705

Festival Of Hope

like to join this elite group of
men, please call Mr. WJ.
Biyant, Monday through Fri

Celebration

day, at 538-7167, ext. 1154, for

--

more information.
RIDGECREST PARK-

Festival Of States Seeks Candidates For 1999 Sungoddess

ST. PETERSBURG -Applications are now being

accepted by The Suncoasters
of St. Petersburg, producers of
the annual Festival of States

resident ofSt. Petersbuig and a
student at the Univeisity of
Florida in GainesviUe.
Deadline for applications

celebration, for the 1999 Sun

is November 20th. Applica
tions are available by contact

goddess Court. The current
Sungoddess is Liz Denison, a

ing the Festival of States office,
898-3654, located at 33 6th St

community plan. There will be

The Greater Ridgecrest Area

foods, beverages, games and

will be celebrating a ‘Festival

door

of Hope’ on Saturday, Novem

Ridgecrest Area is a grass roots

prizes.

The

Greater

S., Suite 101, St Petersbuig,
Peteisbuig,
S,
FL33701
(All
Children’s
FL33701 (AU ChUdren’s CenCen

south of Ulmerton Road, must
have reached her 19th birthday

The 1999 Sungoddess wiU be

29th, during the hoUday break.

ter for ChUd Development
buUding).

on or before December 15th,
and not turned 22 on or before
that date.

crowned at the Coronation
Pageant and BaU on Friday,

ber 14,1998 from 10 ajn. to 3 oiganization and after 18
Members of the Suncoaster
p.m. in Ridgecrest Park. The months of planing and eventu
Sungoddess
Committee,

April 9th, at the Coliseum.

pubUc is invited to attend this al funding will open a neigh
chaired by Troy and Judy Hol
celebration. The staff will boihood femily center in Janu
land, will select membeis of

A candidate for the Sun
goddess Court must be single
with her principal place of res
idence in Pinellas County

If a candidate attends col
lege, she must have completed

AppUcants will attend a
morning coffee, Tuesday,
December 22nd, and an after

her freshman year.

noon tea, Tuesday, December

reveal their comprehensive

ary of 1999.
the Court foUowing the two
meetings.
I We wylooWn your letters fo Ibe ejditor.

SM

Feed Me A Story

SM

© 1997 Read To Me International Foundation

A four-year-old is halfway to the peak

Turn the page and turn the

Good reading makes good students —

of learning

future around

even beyond school

Children develop half of their ability to leam by the time
they turn four.
Exposing children to reading during the first four
years of life can have a positive influence on their ability
to leam in many ways: helping develop a love of reading;
preparing for work they’ll do in school; improving inde
pendent reading skills; broadening interest in the world
around them.
Good reading skills make it easier to leam and foster
more enthusiasm for knowledge, heightening your child’s
interest in school. As a result, that child will be better
equipped to gain the most from his or her education.

Developing a child’s ability to leam is as easy as opening
a book to read.
When you read out loud to a child, he or she is not just
enjoying a story, but developing a lifelong love of reading,
the best foundation for a lifelong love of learning.
Reading aloud also helps a child develop good listen
ing skills. It can help him or her learn to concentrate
better and focus more easily on the task at hand—skills
that are vital to success in school.
Sound like confidence-builders? You bet. A child’s
hunger for belief in himself or herself is also nourished
by reading. The time an adult devotes to reading with a
child makes him or her feel important.

Reading is the key to better learning. That’s the principle
behind Feed Me A Story, much of which is based on the
research of Craig T. Ramey, Ph.D., University Professor of
Psychology, Pediatrics, Neurobiology, and Maternal and
Child Health, and Director of the Civitan International
Research Center at the University of Alabama at
Birmingham. Designed to raise awareness of the impor
tance of reading books aloud with children, “Feed Me A
Story” hopes to help create in children an appetite for
learning that doesn’t end when they graduate.
So nowyou know that just 10 minutes a day can make
a huge difference in any child’s life. Whether you read to
your own children or volunteer to read to kids at your
local library, school or daycare center, your investment
will reap rewards for years to come.
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UCCESS

For tips on how you can make the most of reading aloud with a child, pick up a free
“Feed Me A Stor/’ brochure at your neighborhood Publix or local library.

Publix Super MARKETS
CHA RITIES

Helping all children succeed for life.

You can nourish his or her abilities for life.

